David Roth
A History of Painting

A History of Painting, 2008-2012 / Oil on different cotton fabrics
Four flags: 300 x 177 cm, 318 x 186 cm, 340 x 186 cm, 318 x 177 cm

Andreas Spiegl
The Other Side of History

From a historical point of view the
present appears as the product
of past events, essential for the
change or adjusting of a bygone
situation and alleged to have influenced the course of things. We regard
these turning points, moments,
achievements and incidents as historic events we believe to have altered
the feel of an era and the conception
of future developments. For a long
time historiography meant the definition and stringing together of such
signal events, while all other moments
were judged historically insignificant
and thus left unconsidered and subsequently forgotten. The mundane
and with that the most extensive part
of any period were merely blind spots
of the historical narrative. Everyday
life, which is of such determining influence on existence, was not worth
describing, illuminating or preserving
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and cut out of the picture of history. Art history considered the master
pieces (usually without any consideration of the female gender) as its landmarks and worth to be part of the history of painting. The everyday world these
paintings emerged from was beyond
the picture boundary and out of the (historical) ordinary.
David Roth’s »A History of Painting«
presents a counter-story to this concept
of history. The material for his “paintings” has its sole origin in the rags he
used when painting (2008-2012). And
they do not only document the colours
he used, but all the processes involved
in painting, the painterly day-to-day, so
to speak: wiping off/away, cleaning, or
amending of anything which was not
to appear in a painting. Moreover, the
painter’s rags derive from textiles, no
longer used in everyday domestic life,
like old dish cloths, sheets etc., thus
indicating both, the margins of the ordinary and the margins of painting.
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They represent all those moments no
history is interested in, the historically irrelevant and negligible, supposed
to merely facilitate and accompany
the milestones, but never be considered as such or as contributors.
In »A History of Painting« David Roth
depicts the everydayness that was
ousted from painting, drawing attention to the aesthetic immanent to marginalia and footnotes, hereby advocating the unintentional, insignificant,
dirty and supposedly unimportant
and maybe even for a life, not trusted
or meant to create milestones. These
paintings of the repressed or forgotten everyday are hanging freely, both
sides visible to the viewer, rendering the question of front or back
irrelevant, as they combine multiple aspects or the hidden other side
of history, if you will.
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This artist‘s booklet is a celebration of the work
A History of Painting by David Roth.
A History of Painting is presented by Dürst Britt & Mayhew
at Spark Art Fair Vienna. / 24.03. - 27.03.2022
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